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By Frank Gillard representing tho Combined British Press.

Gulf of Salerno, September 9

It is now eight o'clock in the morning of September 9 and for the last four

and a half hours I have been watching the landings of British troops, part of

American 5th army, on the shores of the Gulf of Salerno.

This enormous convoy, hundreds of ships strong, just as large as an invasion

fleet which sailed for Sicily only two months ago, reached its destination in the

small hours of this morning. It headed straight in for the shore south of Salerno.

Enemy aircraft dropped flares all over the sky to discover, our new position and

eventually attacked us repeatedly with bombs which fell wide in the moonlight
raising great shrouds of spray but doing no harm.

Towards midnight the air attack ceased* Aboard ship we had our final meals,
hot stew and some snatched a couple of hours sleep. Just after two o'clock I left

my hammock and went up on to the bridge. Already there were signs that the attack

had begun. Two great bonfires were blazing, one directly ahead of us and one away

on our left. The first was reckoned to be the small inland town of Battipaglia,
in absolutely key position from which the Germans would have to be expelled
immediately, The beacon on the port side was believed to be Salerno, another
centre of German resistance which would have to be cleaned without delay.

The Allied, airforces had already begun the process of expulsion, preparing
the way for the coming assault by the-land forces.

There was much speculation on the bridge and indeed everywhere aboard on

the amount of resistance which could be expected. The startling announcement of

the previous evening of Italy's capitulation made it clear that any beach defence

which right be encountered would be German-manned and would therefore probably be

pretty stiff. On the other hand there was the possibility that the Germans have

had. no time to seize the coastal defences from the Italians and that the actual

landings right therefore be unopposed

It was a cold night and I was glad to wrap a blanket around my shoulders.

The half moon had set* Ahead of us in the dim starlight minesweepers had swept a

track clear of mines right in to the beaches. Already the first wave of the

assault craft had set out in tho darkness on their journey to the shore. The
second wave formed up behind our boat waiting for the signal to move forward. We

were the headquarters ship of a brigade and had the local Naval Commander aboard.

Through the loudspeaker's hailer he assembled and shepherded his craft, checked

up on^ bearings and distance, and finally shouted "Off you go and the best of luck."

At this command the assault craft swept forward overtaking us and disappeared
ahead leaving only a foaming wake behind. I felt that I wanted to cheer them as

they went.

Ashore the two towns were still blazing furiously and now there were other

lights. Searchlights switched to sweep the sea but they were only here for a

few seconds before seeing snapped off again. Other lights appeared and there seemed

to be some confusion among then. Then a coastal defence battery began firing. One
shell in three was a tracer and we could see a red hot blob come sailing slowly
towards us then extinguishing just as it dipped again towards the water/ Some
shells from this battery were fired southwards down the coast, but as far as I
could see all were ineffective.

Then at 3*15 things really began to happen. In the darkness three
destroyers had crept down close to the shore and they were now pumping shell after
shell into tho enemy defences, pulverising them rapidly. We could see a great
glow as shell found its target making the coast a line of fire* But this was

only the beginning, we were about to concentrate a really devastating fire ’power
on the enemy gun positions behind

Destroyers and some of our assault craft stole down on the enemy positions.
The belch of and smoke spurting skywards when these guns of ours went into
action netted their targets with what looked to us like loops of burnished gold.
The whole of the Gulf shook with detonations. It was a magnificent, awesome sight.
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From then on there were no more searchlights and the enemy guns were silenced*

Smaller support landing craft attacked isolated shore targets with mortars and

machine guns and almost immediately the first wave of infantry touched down on the

beaches.*- we saw their signal light lob up into the sky at 3*35; only five minutes

behind schedule times

.all the while we ourselves- had been drawing steadily shorewards until we were

only about a half mile out from the breakers* There we stayed for some minutes,
controlling the inward flow of lighter craft and'waiting for information about the

state of the beaches. In shore the principal beachmaster was cruising around and

finally he reported by radio that landings from the bigger landing craft were

easily possible* L Brigadier who was aboard with us was most anxious to get ashore

with his men immediately so we closed in shore at once* The bosun piped all hands

to landing stations, everybody had on their shoulders a pack and equipment and held

on to something firm so that the shock of grounding would not send us flying forward

on our f aces >

The darkness was just beginning to turn grey when we touched down* Disembark-

ing began. We were some few yards out from the shore and men -jumped off into four

feet of water« Much of their equipment, especially signals trucks had to be kept
dry, and their things had to be tossed along a human chain of men their

armpits in “water
* They passed those precious pieces of equipment from one to

another over their heads to get then ashore safely* It was at this moment that

we had an unpleasant surprise* Up to now it had appeared that all the enemy

Resistance on the beaches had ceased*Suddenly however a German battery opened
fire on us from a. point close at hand on the beach, these were men well dug in
who had cunningly withheld their fire until the very last moment*

The first line of shells set fire to some object on shore immediately in
front of us. This thing burnt like a torch illuminating the entire neighbourhood*
German gunners immediately switched the fire on to craft in the vicinity, which

could now be easily seen* The craft immediately made off into the dark* However they
got off in the time they did I shall never know. It seemed to be only a

matter of seconds before I heard the bridge yell "Every man strike three or four

hundred yards inland" and then the last figure disappeared down in front of our

bows• There was only time to land indispensable personnel* People like war

correspondents just had to remain aboard and like it* With a wrench our landing
craft pulled away from that beach, shooting out into the water almost like a stone
from a catapult. Motor launches approached near to shore* meanwhile the defence
post which had caused all the trouble was still firing * Small support landing
craft in to shoot it up, closing to one hundred yards, but the gunners were

too well dug in to be neutralised by anything but heavy shellfire* So men of the

escorting destroyers moved in and just plugged shells into that 'position until
the whole thing was ablaze*

The last shell battery had now been knocked out but our troubles were by
no means over. It was now drawing to full daylight and we came under fire from

enemy artillery and mortar fire in the hills just inland from the beach* They had
to use their guns in support of the men ashore, the infantry Which had landed on
the beaches and were waiting only for their supporting arms before moving deep
inland* obese naval craft in the bay, flying battle ensign, did their duty nobly*
They kept up a chain of fire at the gun positions, attacking the shipping lying

off shore and, an the some time, they shelled and mortared the positions* That
is what ham been happening in the last hour as I have been lying here aboard this

landing craft* At first, enemy shells were dropping most uncomfortably close to
us* Splinters from one sprayed the ,starboard side of our craft with a rapid
series of resounding clanks* Slowly, the position has been brought under control
and for some minutes now we have had no enemy fire whatever* In fact, we have
such confidence in the strength of our 'position that the Goosander on the bridge
here has started calling in the really big landing craft to discharge their

cargoes of vehicles and supplies on the beach of Salerno Gulf* We have had
air raids already* During the last, hour, bombs have been falling in our

near neighbourhood but no harm has been done* Various craft passing us on their

way back from the beaches have hailed us to say that there are some excellent

spots for landing* They tell us too that our casualties have been light so far
and that our men have penetrated some distance inland*

Now at last the launch is on its way to take me ashore too.

MINISTRY OF INFORMATION
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